APPENDIX 3.16-C: ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND BUILT RESOURCES

Appendix 3.16-C includes a map set containing overview maps for potentially affected archaeological resources and potentially affected historic built resources locations, as well as individual historic built resource maps that show project alternatives, project footprint boundaries, and potentially affected historic property boundaries. Individual archaeological site maps are not included, because the location of such resources is protected from public disclosure under state and federal law.
Figure 1 Overview of Potentially Affected Archaeological Resources
Figure 2 Overview of Potentially Affected Historic Built Resources
Figure 3 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 01 (North)
Figure 4 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 01 (South)
Figure 5 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 03
Figure 6 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 03a
Figure 7 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 03b
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Figure 8 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 05
Figure 9 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 06
Figure 10 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 07
Figure 11 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 08
Figure 12 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 12
Figure 13 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 13
Figure 14 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 14
Figure 15 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 18
Figure 16 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 19
Figure 17 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 21
Figure 18 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 21a
Figure 19 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 22
Figure 20 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 24
Figure 21 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 25
Figure 22 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 26
Figure 23 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 28
Figure 24 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 29
Figure 25 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 30
Figure 26 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 31
Figure 27 Built Resources, Alternative A and B, Resource 32
Figure 28 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 35
Figure 29 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 37
Figure 30 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 37a
Figure 31 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 37b
Figure 32 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 37c
Figure 33 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 106
Figure 34 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 111
Figure 35 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 141
Figure 36 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 210
Figure 37 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 304
Figure 38 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 495
Figure 39 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 497
Figure 40 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 522
Figure 41 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 566
Figure 42 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 585
Figure 43 Built Resources, Alternatives A and B, Resource 4594